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Abstract: This paper deals with automatic reconfiguration of embedded systems following the Component-based Standard IEC61499. First of all, we propose a new reconfiguration semantic allowing the improvement of the system performance even if there is no hardware fault. In addition, we characterize all possible reconfiguration forms in order to cover all possible execution scenarios and to apply an automatic reconfiguration, we define thereafter an agent-based architecture that we model with nested state machines to control the design complexity.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the new generation of industrial control systems is addressing new criteria as flexibility and agility. To reduce their cost, these systems have to be changed and adapted to their environment without any disturbance. Several academic and industrial research works have been made to develop reconfigurable systems. We distinguish in these works two reconfiguration policies: the static and dynamic reconfigurations. The static reconfiguration is applied off-line to apply changes before the system cold start (Angelov et al., 2005), whereas the dynamic reconfiguration is applied dynamically at run-time. In the last policy, two cases exist: the manual reconfiguration applied by the user (Rooker et al., 2007) and the automatic reconfiguration applied by an intelligent agent localized in the system (Al-Safi and Vyatkin, 2007).

In this paper, we are interested in the automatic reconfiguration of industrial control systems which have to satisfy according to user requirements functional and temporal properties but their time to market has to be shorter than ever. To satisfy all these requirements, we use the component-based methodology supporting the modularity as well as the reusability of already developed components. Today, several rich technologies have been proposed to develop component-based manufacturing systems and among all these technologies, the standard IEC61499 is proposed by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) to design the application as well as the corresponding execution environment. A Function Block (FB) is a unit of software supporting functionalities of an application and it is composed of an interface and an implementation where the interface contains data/event inputs and outputs supporting interactions with the environment. Events are responsible for the activation of the block while data contain valued information. The implementation contains algorithms to execute when the corresponding events occur. The selection of an algorithm to execute is performed by a state machine called the Execution Control Chart (ECC). The ECC is also responsible for sending output events at the end of the algorithm execution. A control application is specified by a network of FBs such as each event input (resp. output) of a block is linked to an event output (resp. input) by a channel and it corresponds otherwise to a global input (resp. output). Data inputs and outputs follow the same rules. Today, several research works on this standard have been proposed (Khalgui and Thramboulidis, 2008), rich tools and several industrial platforms have been developed while following this standard.

In this paper, we aim to develop reconfigurable IEC61499 control systems. Several research works
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dealing with the reconfiguration of these systems have been proposed (Angelov et al., 2005; Rooker et al., 2007; Al-Sahi and Vyatkin, 2007) but they are limited to particular cases (e.g., to resolve hardware faults or to add new functionalities like the update of an algorithm in a block) and they do not address all the reconfiguration reasons that can possibly occur in industry. We define a new semantic of the reconfiguration to improve the system performance even if there is no hardware fault and we characterize all possible reconfiguration forms that we can apply on a system. To apply an automatic reconfiguration at runtime, we propose thereafter an agent-based architecture to handle reconfiguration scenarios bringing the system into safe states. We model the agent according to well suited formalism: the Net Condition/Event Systems (denoted NCES) proposed by Rausch and Hanisch in (Rausch and Hanisch, 1995).

We present in the next section the NCES formalism and in Section 3 the EnAS production system to be used as an example in the paper. We define in Section 4 a new semantic of the reconfiguration before we detail in Section 5 all reconfiguration forms. Finally before conclusions, we present in Section 6 the Agent-based architecture to handle automatic reconfigurations.

2 NCES FORMALISM

The formalism of Net Condition/Event Systems (NCES) is an extension of the well known Petri net formalism. It was introduced by Rausch and Hanisch (Rausch and Hanisch, 1995) and further developed through the last years according to which a NCES is a place-transition net formally represented by a tuple: 

\[
\text{NCES} = (P, T, F, CN, EN, C^\ominus, E^\ominus, C^\ominus, E^\ominus, B_c, B_e, C_i, D_t, m_0),
\]

(1) \(P\) (resp. \(T\)) is a non-empty finite set of places (resp. transitions), (2) \(F\) is the set of flow arcs, \(F : (PXT) \cup (TXP)\), (3) \(CN\) (resp. \(EN\)) is the set of condition (resp. event) arcs, \(CN \subseteq (PXT)\) (resp. \(EN \subseteq (TXT)\)), (4) \(C^\ominus\) (resp. \(E^\ominus\)) is the set of condition (resp. event) inputs, (5) \(C^\ominus\) (resp. \(E^\ominus\)) is the set of condition (resp. event) outputs, (6) \(B_c\) (resp. \(B_e\)) is the set of condition (resp. event) input arcs in a NCES module, (7) \(B_c \subseteq (C^\ominus XT)\) (resp. \(B_e \subseteq (E^\ominus XT)\)), (8) \(Cs\) (resp. \(Dt\)) is the set of condition (resp. event) output arcs, (9) \(Cs \subseteq (PX^\ominus)\) (resp. \(Dt \subseteq (TXE^\ominus)\)), (10) \(m_0 : P \rightarrow 0, 1\) is the initial marking.

The semantics of NCES are defined by the firing rules of transitions. There are several conditions to be fulfilled to enable a transition to fire. First, as it is in ordinary Petri nets, an enabled transition has to have a token concession. That means that all pre-places have to be marked with at least one token. In addition to the flow arcs from places, a transition in NCES may have incoming condition arcs from places and event arcs from other transitions. A transition is enabled by condition signals if all source places of the condition signals are marked by at least one token. The other type of influence on the firing can be described by event signals which come to the transition from some other transitions. Transitions having no incoming event arcs are called spontaneous, otherwise forced. A forced transition is enabled if it has token concession and it is enabled by condition and event signals (Rausch and Hanisch, 1995).

We note finally that the model-checker SESAM is a useful tool to verify functional and temporal properties on NCES (Rausch and Hanisch, 1995). We apply it in our work to verify reconfigurable control systems following the standard IEC 61499.

3 INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY

In this paper, we are interested in the manufacturing system EnAS used as a demonstrator at the Martin Luther University of Halle (in Germany). This system is implemented while following the standard IEC61499 and it allows the transportation of pieces from the production into storing units. The pieces shall be placed inside tins to close with caps afterwards. Two different production strategies can be applied: we place in each tin one or two pieces according to production rates of pieces, tins and caps. In this paper, we denote respectively by \(nb\text{\_pieces}\), \(nb\text{\_tins}\text{\_caps}\) the production number of pieces, tins (as well as caps) per hour. In the following, we denote by \(\text{Threshold}\) a variable (defined in specifications) allowing to choose the adequate production strategy.

The EnAS system is mainly composed of a belt, two Jack stations (\(J_1\) and \(J_2\)) and two Gripper stations (\(G_1\) and \(G_2\)) (Figure 1). The Jack stations place new produced pieces and to close tins with caps, whereas the Gripper stations remove charged tins from the belt into the storing units.

Initially, the belt moves a particular pallet containing a tin and a cap into the first Jack station \(J_1\). According to the production parameters, we distinguish two cases.

\footnote{For detailed information on the EnAS system, we refer the reader to our group website: http://at.informatik.uni-halle.de}
The First Production Policy \( \frac{\text{nbpieces}}{\text{nbtins} + \text{caps}} \leq \text{Threshold} \): the Jack station \( J_1 \) places from the production station a new piece and closes the tin with the cap. In this case, the Gripper station \( G_1 \) removes the tin from the belt into the storing station \( St_1 \).

The Second Production Policy \( \frac{\text{nbpieces}}{\text{nbtins} + \text{caps}} > \text{Threshold} \): the Jack station \( J_1 \) places just a piece in the tin which is moved thereafter into the second Jack station to place a second new piece. Once \( J_2 \) closes the tin with a cap, the belt moves the pallet into the Gripper station \( G_2 \) to remove the tin (with two pieces) into the second storing station \( St_2 \). If we follow this policy, the productivity as well as the factory receipt is improved.

4 NEW RECONFIGURATION SEMANTIC

We define in this paper the reconfiguration semantic as follows.

Definition. A dynamic reconfiguration is any change according to well-defined conditions in the software as well as in the hardware components to lead the system into a better safe state at run-time.

According to the standard IEC61499, we mean in this definition by a change in the software components any operation allowing to add, to remove or to update Function Blocks to improve the behavior of all the system. On the other hand, we mean by a change in the hardware components any operation allowing to add, remove or update devices used in the execution environment.

Running Example. In the EnAS system, we apply the reconfiguration for two reasons: (i) to save the system when hardware problems occur at run-time. For example, when the Gripper \( G_2 \) is broken, then we have only to follow the first production policy by placing only one piece in each tin. (ii) to improve the production gain when \( \frac{\text{nbpieces}}{\text{nbtins} + \text{caps}} > \text{Threshold} \). In this case, we have to apply the second policy to improve the factory receipt. Therefore, we have to apply changes in the system architecture and blocks to follow this policy. In this example, the reconfiguration is not only applied to resolve hardware problems as proposed in (Al-Safi and Vyatkin, 2007) but also to improve the system performance by increasing the production gain. This new semantic of the reconfiguration concept will be a future issue in the manufacturing industry.

5 RECONFIGURATION CASES

We classify in this section all reconfiguration forms to possibly apply on a control system in order to cover all possible reasons described above. We distinguish the following forms:

- First Form. It deals with the change of the application architecture that we consider as a composition of Function Blocks. In this case, we have possibly to add, to remove or also to change the localization of Function Blocks (from one to another device). This reconfiguration form requires to load new (or to unload old, resp) blocks in (from, resp) the memory.

Running Example. We distinguish in EnAS two architectures: (i) We implement the system with the first architecture when we follow the first production policy. In this case, we load in the memory the Function Blocks \( J_1.\text{CTL}, G_1.\text{CTL} \) and \( J_2.\text{CTL} \). (ii) We implement the system with the second architecture when we follow the second production policy. In this case, we load in the memory the Function Blocks \( J_1.\text{CTL}, J_2.\text{CTL}, G_1.\text{CTL} \) and \( G_2.\text{CTL} \). If we follow the first production policy and \( \frac{\text{nbpieces}}{\text{nbtins} + \text{caps}} \) becomes higher than Threshold, then we have to load the function block \( G_2.\text{CTL} \) in the memory to follow the second production policy.

- Second Form. It deals with the reconfiguration of the application without changing its architecture (e.g. without loading or unloading Function Blocks). In this case, we apply changes on the internal structure of blocks or on their composition as follows: (a) we change the ECC structure, (b) we add, update or remove data/events inputs/outputs, (c) we update algorithms, (d) we
change the configuration of connections between blocks.

**Running Example.** In the EnAS system, if we follow the second policy and the Jack station J2 is broken, then we have to change the internal behavior (e.g., the ECC structure) of the block J1 CTL to close the tin with a cap once it places only one piece. The tin will be moved directly thereafter to the Gripper G2. In this example, we do not change the application architecture (e.g., loading or unloading blocks) but we just change the behavior of particular blocks.

- **Third Form.** It simply deals with the reconfiguration of the application data (e.g., internal data of blocks or global data of the system). The reconfiguration in this case is easy to apply.

**Running Example.** In the EnAS system, if a hardware problem occurs at run-time, we propose to change the value of Threshold to a great number max_value. In this case, we will not be interested in the performance improvement but in the rescue of the system to guarantee a minimal level of productivity.

Finally, this classification covers all possible reconfiguration forms to dynamically bring a manufacturing system into a safe and better state while satisfying the user requirements and the environment changes.

## 6 AUTOMATIC RECONFIGURATION OF MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

To apply an automatic reconfiguration, we define in this section an agent-based architecture of a control system where the Agent checks the environment evolution and takes also into account the user requirements to apply reconfiguration scenarios on the system. To control the design complexity, we specify this agent with nested NCES supporting the different reconfiguration forms presented above. We specify also the possible behaviors of the system with NCES in order to verify with SESA functional and temporal properties described in user requirements.

### 6.1 Architecture of the Reconfiguration Agent

According to the reconfiguration forms proposed above, we define the agent behavior with the following units belonging to three levels:

- **First Level:** (Architecture Unit) this unit checks the system behavior and changes its architecture (add/remove Function Blocks) if particular conditions are satisfied. We note that Standardized Manager Function Blocks are used in this unit to load or unload such blocks in the memory.

- **Second Level:** (Control Unit), for a particular loaded architecture, this unit checks the system behavior and: (i) reconfigures the blocks composition (e.g., changes the configuration of connections), (ii) adds/removes data/events inputs/outputs, (iii) reconfigures the internal behavior of blocks (e.g., modification of the ECC structure or the update of algorithms).

- **Third Level:** (Data Unit), this unit updates data if particular conditions are satisfied.

To control its complexity, we design the agent with nested state machines. In this case, the Architecture unit is specified by an Architecture State Machine (denoted by ASM) where each state corresponds to a particular architecture of the application. Therefore, each transition of the ASM corresponds to the load (resp. or unload) of Function Blocks in (resp. or from) the memory. We construct for each state $S$ of the ASM a particular Control State Machine (denoted by CSM) in the Control unit. This state machine specifies all the reconfiguration forms to possibly apply when the system architecture corresponding to the state $S$ is loaded (e.g., modification of the blocks composition or of their internal behavior). Each transition of any ASM has to be fired if particular conditions are satisfied. Finally, the Data unit is specified also by Data State Machines (denoted by DSMs) where each one corresponds to a state of a CSM or the ASM.

**Running Example.** In the EnAS system, we design the agent with nested state machines as depicted in Figure 2. The first level is specified with the ASM where each state defines a particular architecture of the system (e.g., a particular FB composition to load in the memory). The state $S_1$ (resp. $S_2$) corresponds to the second (resp. first) policy where the stations $J_1$, $J_2$ and $G_2$ (resp. only $J_1$ and $G_1$) are loaded in the memory. We associate for each one of these states a CSM in the Control unit. Finally, the data unit is specified also by Data State Machines (denoted by DSMs) where each one corresponds to a state of a CSM or the ASM.
G1_CTL to remove pieces into Belt1. On the other hand, we associate in the second level for the state S1 the CSM CSM1 defining the different reconfiguration forms to apply when the first architecture is loaded in the memory. In particular, when the state S11 is active and the Jack station J1 is broken, then we activate the state S12 in which the Jack station J2 is alone running to place only one piece in the tin. In this case, the internal behavior of the block Belt_CTL has to be changed (e.g. the tin has to be transported directly to the station J2). Finally, we specify in the data unit a DSM where we change the value of Threshold if the Gripper G1 is broken (we suppose as an example that we are not interested in the system performance when the Gripper G1 is broken).

We show in the Figure 4 the running example. In the EnAS system, we specify in Figure 3 the different system behaviors that we can follow to resolve hardware problems or to improve the system performance. In this example, we distinguish 4 traces encoding 4 different behaviors. The trace trace1 implements the system behavior when the Jack station J1 is broken. The trace trace2 implements the system behavior to apply the second production policy. The trace trace3 implements the system behavior when the Jack station J2 is broken. Finally the last scenario implements the system behavior when the Gripper G2 is broken or when we have to apply the first production policy. Note finally that each state corresponds to a particular behavior of a system block when the corresponding input event occurs.

Running Example. We show in the Figure 4 the agent and system models according to the NCES formalism. When the Jack station J1 is broken, the agent activates the place P1 and sends a condition signal to activate the trace trace1 in the system. Note that the architecture and control state machines are communicating by event signals to synchronize the agent behavior. Finally, the state “Well” represents a deadlock in the system when the Jack stations J1 and J2 are broken.

6.3 Specification with Net Condition/event Systems

To specify the synchronisation between the agent and the system models, we apply the formalism NCES which provides useful facilities allowing such specification. We use in particular event/condition signals from the agent to fix the behavioral trace to follow in the SSM (e.g. a reconfiguration) and we use event signals to synchronize the agent state machines: ASM, CSM and DSM. Once the system is specified, we apply the SESA model-checker available at our laboratory to verify functional (like the attainability of states or the deadlock) and temporal properties.

Running Example. We show in the Figure 3 the system state machine: SSM.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We propose in this paper a new reconfiguration semantic of embedded systems and a classification of all reconfiguration forms before we propose an agent-based architecture to take into account all reasons as
well as reconfiguration forms. The agent applies automatic reconfigurations under fixed conditions, it is specified with nested NCES to reduce the design complexity and it is checked by the model checker SESA to verify functional and temporal properties. In our future works, we plan to propose an approach analyzing the schedulability of a system in the different reconfiguration scenarios in order to meet real-time constraints.
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